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The U.S. Army appears to be facing an ethical dilemma when it comes to manning these days. Ongoing military operations in Iraq and Afghanistan have created one of the greatest manning challenges the U.S. Army has faced since it dropped conscription as a method of filling out its formations at the end of the Vietnam War. To meet this challenge, the Army has modified a number of its manning practices which seem to counter its own aspirations of maintaining a total quality and values-based force. In the rush to increase manning levels, the Army has stretched, almost to the breaking point, both ends of its manning strategy. On the recruiting end, the Army has lowered the standard to include more recruits who previously would have been considered unfit to serve, while on the retention end, it has created a culture that retains those whose behavior was once certain to get them thrown out. The Army’s new approach to manning seems controversial at best and grossly unethical at worst. This issue underscores a widening gap between the values the Army espouses and the values upon which it acted to overcome its manning shortfalls.
The U.S. Army appears to be facing an ethical dilemma when it comes to manning these days. Ongoing military operations in Iraq and Afghanistan have created one of the greatest manning challenges the U.S. Army has faced since it dropped conscription as a method of filling out its formations at the end of the Vietnam War. To meet this challenge, the Army has modified a number of its manning practices which seem to counter its own aspirations of maintaining a total quality and values-based force. In the rush to increase manning levels, the Army has stretched, almost to the breaking point, both ends of its manning strategy. On the recruiting end, the Army has lowered the standard to include more recruits who previously would have been considered unfit to serve, while on the retention end, it has created a culture that retains those whose behavior was once certain to get them thrown out. The Army’s new approach to manning seems controversial at best and grossly unethical at worst. This underscores a widening gap between the values the Army espouses and the values upon which it acted to overcome its manning shortfalls. The impact of the Army’s response to this dilemma could be on its standing as a professional service, the ensuing culture, and in the strategic risk soldiers of lesser quality may bring to the new contemporary operating environment. In today’s highly complex and uncertain environment where everything a soldier does or fails to do sends a strategic message, the Army finds it useful to employ those least likely to succeed in that environment. As a result, the Army could end up paying a heavy price for the shortcut approach it takes to solving its manning crisis.
This paper provides an analysis of the recent modifications the Army made to its manning practices in both recruiting and retention. First, it provides a review of the Army’s espoused values followed by a review of the operational requirements that placed the enactment of those values at risk. The middle section, and focus of this paper, is an analysis of six initiatives the Army adopted to boost its personnel numbers. The final section of the paper presents the potential impact of those initiatives followed by some recommendations that might help ameliorate them.

According to Jeff Russell, Russell Consulting Group, Incorporated, espoused values are the core beliefs, principles and values that organizations declare as part of an official “creed” and that they claim to actively follow in the daily conduct of business. Enacted values, however, reflect the actions and behaviors that organizations actually display. Enacted values may be quite different from espoused values because they are subjected to circumstantial influence. In other words, while espoused values can be reduced to a set of governing principles, enacted values may change based upon the demands of a particular situation. An ethical dilemma occurs when two values are in conflict with one another. This is the situation in which the U.S. Army found itself in 2004 as it responded to increased personnel demands brought about in part, by ongoing military operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. While advocating the maintenance of a morally-straight and superior force, the Army began to actively recruit soldiers least likely to produce that moral superiority. Herein lies the issue and subject of this paper because, when faced with a manning shortage, the Army broke from the declared values it long espoused in order to solve its crisis.
Values have a secure place in the culture of professional organizations and all of the U.S. Military Services maintain some form of values-based principles around which their members are expected to rally. Values underlie essential cohesion and provide foundational reference points when addressing ethical situations. Given the violent nature of war where ethics and morality count for everything, it is small wonder that the Army places so much emphasis on values. Military business is inherently violent, involving both death and destruction, but paradoxically, good character and moral judgment are highly sought virtues among members of a military force. Army Chaplain, Major Robert Roetzel, while commenting on the Army’s ethics, described values as a necessary ingredient for successful mission accomplishment and that soldiers have a moral obligation to accept greater risk than do non-combatants. A values-based force serves to ameliorate potentially negative consequences of military operations; therefore, values must be inculcated into every member of the force.

This is most likely what former Army Chief of Staff, General Eric Shinseki had in mind when he issued to each individual soldier in 1999, a handy wallet-size card bearing the self-imposed values he wanted to permeate Army culture. So committed was the Army’s chief to these espoused values, that he went on to mandate that all soldiers wear a smaller version of the same card on their identification tags. The Army’s leadership manual published in 2006 codified these values and described them as traits that firmly bind all Army members into a fellowship dedicated to serving the nation and the Army. They remain unchanged from the original version published in 1999:

- Loyalty—Bear true faith and allegiance to the U.S. Constitution, the Army, your unit, and other soldiers.
- Duty—Fulfill your obligations.
• Respect—Treat people as they should be treated.

• Selfless Service—Put the welfare of the nation, the Army, and your subordinates before your own.

• Honor—Live up to all of the Army values.

• Integrity—Do what is right legally and morally.

• Personal Courage—Face fear, danger, or adversity (physical and moral).⁷

To help these values take root among its members, the Army enforces them through a number of embedding and reinforcing mechanisms. Embedding mechanisms emplace assumptions into an organization about work priorities, an approach to discipline, or a commitment to standards while reinforcing mechanisms are designed to shape organizational culture.⁸ This was the purpose of an electronic message published in June 2008 stating that “drug use by Army personnel is inconsistent with Army values and standards of performance, discipline, and readiness…”⁹ The assumption planted in the minds of soldiers and leaders charged with enforcing the policy is that any infraction against this standard would draw severe consequences. Until the Global War on Terrorism began in 2001, one of the consequences was the immediate separation of soldiers identified as habitual substance abusers. This type of reinforcing mechanism once served as a demonstration of the Army’s resolve and commitment to its substance abuse standard. However, with two wars to support, the Army began to back away from the values it espoused in order to quickly increase its force structure.

According to the Army Posture Statement published in 2008, there are 591,000 soldiers on active duty including 518,000 currently assigned to the Active Component (which reflects authorized growth since 2004), 52,000 assigned to the Army National
Guard, and 21,000 assigned to the Army Reserve. The statement further reveals that 42 percent of [Army soldiers] are deployed or forward-stationed in 80 countries around the world and that almost 140,000 of these are deployed in direct support of operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. These numbers reflect an expanding Army after the realization that an Active Component end-strength of 482,000 at the start of the Global War on Terrorism, was much too small to meet all of the Army’s current operational requirements.

The Army’s manning challenges are manifested in other areas as well. In 2004, the Army’s Chief of Staff announced that, as part of a transformation initiative, the Army would increase the number of its brigade combat teams (BCT) in the Active Component from 33 to 48. Although the manning plan for these new BCTs includes the transfer of soldiers from other units in the Army, there remains a lingering challenge to fill vacancies in capabilities that are in exceptionally high demand such as military police and military intelligence skills.

Military operations in Iraq and Afghanistan also revealed that many of the capabilities needed to support current military operations, such as units that handle long-term accountability and detention of enemy prisoners of war, reside not in the Active Component, but in the Reserves where the rules governing access to them are different from active duty units. For infrastructure security immediately following the events of September 11, 2001, many of these Reserve Component units were mobilized under a Partial Mobilization order of the President (bringing them onto active duty for up to 24 months), and for policy reasons, were temporarily not available to be remobilized to support subsequent military operations. Without access to certain
Reserve Component units, the Active Component had to reconfigure and carry the full burden of ongoing military operations. As a result, many active duty soldiers currently deploy to Iraq or Afghanistan every 10-12 months, a situation that led the current Army chief to describe the Army as being “out of balance.”

This capability gap highlighted the fact that the Army was not sufficiently structured to meet current operational demands.

The revelation of a force much too small prompted the Secretary of Defense to grant permission for the Army to increase its force structure by 74,000 (65,000 in the Active Component), initially to be completed by the end of Fiscal Year 2012 then slashed by two years to be completed by the end of Fiscal Year 2010. This increase in force structure alone, however, would have been insufficient to relieve some of the pressure had the Army not employed measures to reduce its attrition rate as well.

The Army’s rate of attrition usually hovers around five percent annually but since the start of the Global War on Terrorism, this number has increased significantly. Not only was the Army challenged by routine separations, but with two wars going on, it had to adapt to an increasing number of war casualties as well. By December 2008, the combined casualty count for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan totaled more than 4,800 soldiers killed in action and another 33,000 wounded in action. The impact was still more stress on the force due to a war that has lasted far longer than expected and a personnel replacement system that has not maintained pace with the rate of attrition.

Another thing affecting attrition is the Army’s continued separation of soldiers under the Defense Department’s “Don’t Ask- Don’t Tell” policy regarding gays in the military. Since the policy’s inception in 1993, commanders have involuntarily separated
more than 12,000 soldiers for disclosing their homosexual orientation. Since there is currently no concerted effort to revisit this issue, one of the things the Army did to offset its attrition rate was make it more difficult for lower-level commanders to separate soldiers for other reasons such as misconduct and poor performance. Faced with the need to provide quality personnel on one hand while trying to immediately fill personnel shortages on the other, the Army made some compromising decisions that squarely call into question its commitment to the values it espouses.

**Recruiting Compromise**

A total quality and values-based force begins at the front end of the manning process; therefore, attracting and maintaining quality recruits remain a goal of all of the Military Services. To this end, the Army emplaced strict screening mechanisms to ensure it accessed into its formations a fair share of the best and brightest young Americans. In fact, so tight were recruiting standards that in 2005, the Army missed its final fiscal year recruiting objective by more than 6,000 recruits. Since that time however, the Army has enjoyed tremendous recruiting success. While this represents a significant achievement, it did not come without major compromise and reflects the Army’s attempt to solve its manning crisis by lowering the standard. The Army lowered its recruiting standard primarily in three areas: (1) in assessing into its ranks a larger percentage of recruits who have not earned a high school diploma; (2) by increasing the number of recruits who are cognitively-challenged; and (3), by waiving earlier prohibitions against recruits who possessed criminal records. Each of these is discussed further below.
High School Drop Outs. Among the first modifications the Army made to boost its manning levels was to lower the standard for accepting recruits without a high school diploma. While none of the Military Services require a high school diploma as a prerequisite for enlistment, all of them have emplaced limitations on the number of new recruits they will accept without one. Prior to the manning crisis, the Army maintained a standard that required 90 percent of new recruits to have at least a high school diploma. This standard was based upon the results of various studies showing that those who finish high school were far more likely to perform better and complete their term of service without disciplinary problems. However, in a move that goes against the implications of these studies, the Army opened its doors to those who failed to complete high school even wider. By 2007 slightly more than 70 percent of new recruits joining the Army possessed a high school diploma, almost 20 percent fewer than the Army’s original goal of 90 percent.

Consequences of the Army’s lowering of this standard began to appear as early as March 2005 when 17.4 percent of all new Army recruits failed to make it through training, a full five percentage points higher than the Army’s goal of 12 percent. During the same period, 7.3 percent of new soldiers failed to complete the first three years with their unit, more than two percentage points higher than the Army’s goal. While the new standard expands the pool of individuals eligible to become soldiers, it also expands the likelihood that the Army will never reap the benefits it expected by recruiting and training these individuals in the first place.

More Category IV Soldiers. Contributing to the Army’s recruiting success in recent years is its inclusion of more cognitively-challenged recruits. A cognitively-
challenged recruit is one who scores below average on the Army’s standard aptitude test designed to measure trainability.\textsuperscript{26} These individuals, known as Category IV (CAT IV) recruits, were once denied entry into the Army in large numbers. However, as the war in Iraq became more unpopular followed by a subsequent crisis in manning, the Army doubled the number of CAT IV recruits it would accept annually from two percent to four percent.\textsuperscript{27} With an annual recruiting goal of 80,000 soldiers, this brings 3,200 new CAT IV soldiers into the Army each year, roughly a number equal in size to one brigade combat team. While the number of CAT IV recruits remains relatively small when compared to the entire Army population, they do have an impact on the Army. Fred Kaplan points to the costs associated with less adept and cognitively-challenged soldiers. One study, according to Kaplan, examined how many Patriot missiles various Army air-defense units had to fire in order to destroy ten targets.

\begin{quote}
Units with CAT I personnel had to fire 20 missiles while those in CAT IV had to fire 24 missiles. In other words, Category IV units chewed up 20 percent more hardware than Category I units and since Patriot missiles cost about $2 million each, they also chewed up $8 million of the defense budget.\textsuperscript{28}
\end{quote}

Ironically, the Army has long highlighted resourcefulness as one of the virtues it values in its personnel. This provides yet another example of the Army’s attempt to solve the problem by engaging in activity that has become the subject of ridicule and hypocrisy.

\textit{Recruits with Criminal Records.} The final area to be discussed in recruiting has to do with providing waivers to include recruits with previous criminal convictions. According to the Department of Defense’s qualification standards for enlistment, persons entering the Armed Forces of the United States should be of good moral character.\textsuperscript{29} The underlying purpose for this standard is to minimize the entrance of persons who are likely to become disciplinary cases, security risks, or who disrupt good
order, morale, and discipline. It is designed to disqualify persons in a number of undesired categories, including those convicted of felonies and those with a significant history of other criminal activity. However, like many military standards, this one is subjected to being overridden by waivers. According to an Army Times report published in February 2007, waivers to the criminal activity standard increased across the Department of Defense by 38 percent since the Global War on Terrorism began in 2001.

While crime in the Army is not new, there does appear to be a correlation between the Army’s lowering of the recruiting standard in this area and an upswing in crime in recent years, especially in sexual assaults. According to the Army’s Criminal Investigations Command, sexual assaults in the Army increased by 35 percent between 2004 and 2007. In an effort to break this trend, the Army Chief of Staff recently met with 80 high-ranking generals for a mandatory, weeklong summit devoted to combating the crime.

The Army’s insatiable appetite for new recruits has caught the attention of current and former gang members as well. A well known fact is that the Military Services have become a temporary repository for some of America’s most rebellious young adults. The number of criminal cases in the Army involving confirmed gang members quadrupled between 2003 and 2006. The Federal Bureau of Investigations and the El Paso Police Department identified over 40 military-affiliated gang members stationed at Fort Bliss, Texas whose activities include drug distribution, robberies, and homicide, both on and off the installation. What’s even more disturbing is how some of these gang members gained entry into the military.
A National Gang Intelligence Center assessment published in January 2007 found that some gang members entered the military with the full knowledge of their recruiters. For instance, a Latin King [gang] member was allegedly recruited into the Army at a Brooklyn New York courthouse while awaiting trial for assaulting a police officer and was advised by the recruiter to conceal his gang affiliation. This underscores the pressure on recruiters to support the Army’s expanding appetite for soldiers and exacerbates a widening gap between the Army’s espoused values and its enacted values. Even the courts have taken notice of the Army’s developing reputation of accepting whoever is available:

US criminal courts have allowed gang members to enter the service as an alternative to incarceration. Several incidences wherein gang members have been recruited into the armed services while facing criminal charges or on probation or parole have been documented. In many instances, a gang member facing criminal charges may be provided the option to join the military or serve a jail sentence.

Though the object of this arrangement has mutual benefits, adding a soldier while illuminating the rehabilitative capabilities of the Services, the Army should be careful to ensure that this does not present a larger problem in the end. When judges give convicts the option of joining the Army instead of going to jail, that does not serve the Army well because it goes against both the culture and the professional image the Army has sought to define for itself.

Retention Compromise

In November 2002, an electronic message went out across the Army announcing the Chief of Staff’s disappointment with the rate of attrition: “unit attrition continues to be above the Chief of Staff of the Army’s guidance of five percent….leaders at all levels must continually provide every opportunity for rehabilitation to soldiers who falter.”
This enabling message about keeping more of the soldiers already on Army rosters placed unit commanders across the Army in an ethical dilemma and began a new culture of retention. In addition to this subtle message, the Army also took a number of objective steps to reduce its attrition rate including elevating the separation authority for soldiers whose performance or conduct could lead to their involuntary separation, modifying its qualitative management program to extend the length of time soldiers who fail to get promoted to the next higher rank can remain in the Army, and through its continued use of the “Stop-Loss” policy. Each of these is discussed further below.

Elevation of the Separation Authority. In May 2005, the Army published a second electronic message addressing unit attrition. This one however, was in response to an amazing paradox: while the Army’s recruiting command worked diligently to bring more soldiers in, battalion-level commanders, now faced with more criminals and poor performing soldiers, worked equally hard to throw them out. This led the Army to strip battalion commanders of their authority to separate soldiers for certain behaviors and reassign that authority to commanders higher up the chain of command. For example, prior to the manning crisis, the Army espoused little tolerance for substance abusers in its formations and willingly permitted battalion commanders to throw them out. As a result of the manning crisis however, substance abuse became one of the offenses for which battalion commanders no longer possessed separation authority. The tacit message communicated by this change was that the Army’s former position on substance abuse was no longer as bivalent as it was once made out to be.
The Army’s elevation of the separation authority for soldiers who engaged in misconduct or whose performance consistently fell below the standard sent a clear message to commanders charged with enforcing discipline and maintaining the standard. Many lower-level commanders saw this as an implied task to handle violations of the Uniform Code of Military Justice less severely than they did previously. As a result, separation as punishment for certain offenses gave way to more use of written admonishments and other forms of non-judicial punishment. The most devastating impact of this decision, however, could be on Army culture where lower-level commanders, convinced that their decisions to weed out poor quality personnel will not be supported at higher levels, do too little to enforce discipline and allow certain offenses to go unpunished.

Modification of the Qualitative Management Program. The Army’s recent decision to change its qualitative management program provides further evidence of desperation. The Qualitative Management Program, known throughout the Army as Retention Control Points (RCP), was designed to force soldiers out of the Army if they failed to get promoted to the next higher rank by the time they reach a predetermined number of years in service. An Army Times news report published in December 2008 noted that the new RCP for soldiers in the ranks of private through private first class jumped from three years to eight years. While this keeps more soldiers in the Army, it also adds to imbalance because these soldiers, a few years ago, would have certainly been separated. A policy of “up or out” serves as a method to identify those who are genuinely committed to the Army and its goals as opposed to those who are merely compliant. In the end, moving the RCP from three years to eight means the Army may
be adding five years of complacency, half-hearted commitment, and mediocre service to its operations.

Stop-Loss. “Stop-Loss” is yet another tool the Services use to retain more of what they already have. Though legal, the military’s Stop-Loss policy remains one of the most controversial subjects in the U.S. Armed Services. Although Secretary of Defense, Robert Gates, has encouraged all of the Services to avoid using Stop-Loss as a method of retention, the Army remains the only Service still doing so. Since 2001, more than 120,000 soldiers have been caught in the Army’s Stop-Loss net. These individuals were legally coerced into remaining in the Army and are expected to remain just as loyal as they would have been, had they not been coerced. This is why Senator John Kerry of Massachusetts, referred to the policy as a “backdoor draft.” Others have also pointed out the Army’s apparent hypocrisy through its use of coercion because such a manning strategy goes against the notion of an all-volunteer force.

The problem with the Stop-Loss policy is not that it retains individuals in the Services beyond the dates for which they were originally contracted; it is the constant buzz of controversy surrounding the matter. On its face, it seems unethical. Even Secretary of Defense Gates referred to the policy as an issue that troubles him. When a Military Service resorts to use of the Stop-Loss policy, that Service is using a legal option available only to itself as a countermeasure to trump the attempts of individuals seeking to end their relationship with the military. The ensuing impression is one where yet another heavily resourced and bureaucratic institution has engaged in legal maneuvering designed to take advantage of individuals.
Impact of the Compromise

In its desperation to quickly acquire personnel, the Army created a noticeable gap between its espoused values and its enacted values. Though well on its way to solving its manning problem, the Army may be creating new ones in the process. The choices the Army made not only call into question its commitment to the values it espouses, but also makes one wonder if this leaves the Army postured for success in the future. We can expect to see the consequences of these decisions in three areas: (1) in the Army’s ethical standing as a profession; (2) in the Army’s performance in the new contemporary operating environment; and (3), in future Army culture resulting from the enacted values it used to solve its manning crisis.

The Army as a Professional Institution. In an article published in The Future of the Army Profession, James Burk defines a profession as a relatively “high status” occupation whose members apply abstract knowledge to solve problems in a particular field of endeavor.\(^{47}\) To elucidate, Burk argues that an organization can declare itself a profession once it demonstrates mastery of abstract or unique knowledge, gains control of a jurisdiction in which expert knowledge is applied, and after it has prevailed over cultural biases about the legitimacy of that knowledge compared to others.\(^{48}\) Since its creation in 1775, the U.S. Army has evolved into a self-governing body that clearly qualifies as a profession. In operations from the Revolutionary War in the 18\(^{th}\) Century to current operations in the 21\(^{st}\) Century, the Army has exceeded the expectations of its clientele—the American people. However, the Army periodically experiences a tremendous amount of criticism that jeopardizes its standing as a profession and solicits a plethora of reviews from its clients. It was this sort of negative attention focused on
the U.S. Armed Forces that led to the Goldwater-Nichols Act of 1986 where Congress completely overhauled the way the U.S. Military does business.\textsuperscript{49}

James Burk reminds us in his article that a true profession is one of autonomy and that autonomy, conferred by the clients served by the profession, is based entirely upon a trust relationship between client and profession.\textsuperscript{50} Unfortunately, this is where the Army comes up short. While the Army’s status as a professional institution remains secure for now, there is growing evidence that some of its clients are beginning to lose confidence in the Army’s ability to govern itself. Representative Marty Meehan of Massachusetts sought to overturn the military’s “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy regarding gays serving in the military.\textsuperscript{51} Congresswoman Betty Sutton of Ohio, along with Senator Frank Lautenberg of New Jersey, championed the effort to compensate soldiers caught in the “Stop-Loss” net.\textsuperscript{52} These are only a few examples where members of Congress have encroached upon the Services because they disagreed with some of their practices. Ostensibly, the more controversial the subject, the more likely it is to attract not only negative attention and publicity, but severe scrutiny from Congress as well.

This is embarrassing to all who are genuinely committed to the values of a professional military service and exacerbates an Army service culture already in an identity crisis. Unlike the U.S. Air Force which attracts the technically-oriented young American, or the U.S. Marine Corps which attracts those seeking to express masculinity and brute strength, the Army lacks any noticeable “cool factors” with which young Americans might want to identify. The idea of “dumbing-down” the Army by including more cognitively-challenged recruits add to the perception of an Army accepting what’s left after the other Services have taken first picks. The values-based all volunteer force
the Army espouses to be can only be developed through the genuine commitment of those who volunteer, not by those enticed by bonuses or coerced through a Stop-Loss policy. These actions only contribute to the likelihood that the U.S. Congress and others will continue to call into question the decisions being made at the highest levels of the Army.

*The New Contemporary Operating Environment (COE).* Military personnel are engaged in multiple operations across the globe. These operations span from counterinsurgency operations in Iraq and Afghanistan to peacekeeping operations in Kosovo. Additionally, military personnel are stationed in more than 80 countries around the world protecting America’s interests and conveying America’s strategic messages. Today’s soldiers consistently demonstrate efficiency in performing conventional military tasks such as closing with, and destroying the enemy. However, in the new strategic environment, success is measured not by a “body count” as was the case during the Vietnam War, but rather in the ability to secure a long term peace. Therefore, it is vital that today’s military personnel comprehend the nature of the contemporary operating environment.

Army Field Manual 3-0, published in February 2008, describes the new operating environment as one that is vague, uncertain, complex and extremely ambiguous. The manual further describes the type of soldiers required for success in that environment:

Today’s dangerous and complex security environment requires soldiers who are men and women of character. Their character and countenance represent the foundation of a values-based, trained, and ready Army. Soldiers train to perform tasks while operating alone or in groups.

Ongoing counterinsurgency operations in Iraq and Afghanistan illustrate that strategy is implemented at ever increasing lower echelons. In a world influenced by a
media that operates 24 hours per day, seven days per week, strategic messages are being communicated by individual soldiers rather than by well educated senior leaders. By increasing the number of undesirable soldiers in its formations, the Army increases its chances of having to counterbalance more strategic blunders like the Abu Ghraib prisoner abuse scandal. Five years after Abu Ghraib, the United States continues to commit its resources to undoing the strategic damage caused by a few in that incident.

**Impact on Future Army Culture.** The final and perhaps most devastating impact of the Army’s manning decisions could take years to materialize. It’s the impact on future Army culture and its ability to attract new members. Peter Senge warns in his book, *The Fifth Discipline*, that today’s problems come from yesterday’s solutions. What Senge had in mind was a view on systems thinking where each part of a particular system has an impact on other parts of the same system. Systems thinking, according to Senge, is a discipline for seeing wholes; it is a framework for seeing interrelationships rather than things; for seeing patterns of change.

The consequences of the Army’s manning decisions could show up in a new culture where less is expected of soldiers allowed to enter the Army and to remain in the Army, due to concessions. Exacerbating the problem is the possibility that lower-level commanders might choose not to enforce discipline appropriate for the situation for fear of being overruled by higher-level commanders. Ironically, an increase in the number of undesirable soldiers means there will likely be a corresponding increase in situations that require disciplinary actions. The morally-straight and professional image the Army worked so hard to establish for itself could give way to an image of tolerant rehabilitation instead. Given the inherent difficulties of recruiting new members, due in part by the
perceived culture and reputation of the Army, this is an image the Army cannot afford to maintain.

The Way Ahead

To its credit, the Army has started a number of new initiatives to ameliorate some of the risks associated with bringing in more recruits who were once considered unqualified to serve. For example, at Fort Jackson, South Carolina, the Army recently began its own preparatory school where soldiers can earn their high school equivalency before entering basic training. The Army has also incorporated more values training in its training curriculum for new recruits and recently began mandating annual ethics training for all soldiers.

The Army can avoid having to resort to such controversial methods in the future by restructuring itself now to create a more robust Active Component. The manning crisis was created in part, by an Active Component structure that left out certain unique capabilities needed to support enduring operations. For example, the Army has a number of units designed specifically to handle long-term detention of enemy prisoners of war; however, they are all assigned to the Reserve Component. The Army should transfer some of these units into the Active Component to ensure future operational requirements are adequately sourced without having to rely on mobilization of the Reserves.

Another thing the Army must do is protect its reputation as a professional institution in order to attract the nation’s best people. The current recruiting challenges could be based upon a lingering perception that the Army sits on the bottom tier of the Military Services when it comes to prestige. The inclusion of more undesirable
soldiers does not help. If the Army is to turn this around, it must get back to standards and ensure more congruence between its espoused and enacted values.

**Conclusion**

Senior Army executives have sought to shape Army culture for as long as the Army has existed and over the years, “violations of the heart” were perceived as increasingly more vile and offensive. This is why it seems so ironic that the Army recently relaxed its manning practices to allow for the inclusion of more individuals who, for character flaws alone, were once denied entry. While the full impact of the Army’s manning decisions remains to be seen, there is emerging evidence that these decisions are having a negative affect on the Army. The upswing in crime, the resources committed to replacing recruits who fail to make it through training, and the replacement of soldiers who fail to make it through their first term of enlistment, all provide evidence that the recent changes may not be in the best interest of the Army.

While supporting two wars in addition to other enduring operational requirements, the Army stretched itself almost to a breaking point. The subsequent expansion of the Army was based upon a manning strategy that valued quantity over quality. While throwing homosexuals out, the Army began to bring gang members and high school drop outs in. Additionally, while espousing to remain a professional values-based force, the Army changed its own rules in a way that makes it appear less than professional. Organizations accomplish their tasks through people; therefore, it is people in whom the Army should most heavily invest. That means sticking to the values that attracted so many in the past. This is especially true if the United States is not only to win the Global War on Terrorism, but secure the long term peace as well.
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